
-
-The toy should be used with caution since skill is required to avoid 
 falls or collisions causing  injury to the user or third  parties.

“Warning.Not to be used in traffic."

WARNING!

-Examples of safe riding areas.
-A recommendation for adult superision of young children.
-Toys must be assembled by an adult.

-Not suitable for children under 36 moths.

Toys can t connected to more than the recommended 
number of power.
Non rechargeable battery can not charge.
Rechargeable batteries can only be used in adult 
guardianship.
Charge the battery before charging the battery should 
be removed from the toy.
Battery should be placed in the correct polarity.
The exhausted battery should be removed from the toy.
Power supply terminals shall not be short circuit.
The toy shall only be used with a transformer for toys.
The transformed is not a toy.
The model number or specification of a suitable 
transformer for use with the toy.
The toy is disconnected from the transformed before 
cleaning

Remark: 
When the above marking are on the packaging only, it 
shall also be stated that the packaging must be retained 
since it contain important information.
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Training wheels

Round heart cover
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B.Packing List

36-72

Plastic wrench

110-220
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Flip the body up (people in the rear of 

the car)

Remove the screws on the vehicle

Installed wheels, screwed again.

4.

Install the training wheels

3.

Install the left (right) the front wheels

Flip the body up (people in car front)

On the front axle placed a O10 gasket first

Install the front wheel

Place a O10 gaskets, with nut attached

Then card wheel cover

Flip the body up (people in the rear of the car)

Install the rear wheel

Place a O10 gaskets, with nut attached

Then card wheel cover

Single (double) drive the left rear wheel 

installation method

Flip the body up (people in the rear of the car)

On the rear axle placed a O10 gasket (single 

drive installation requirements)

Install the rear wheel

Place a O10 gaskets, with nut attached

Then card wheel cover

Forward and backwardMusic buttonThe horn buttonplayer The total power supply

The gas pedal

Run sway (optional)

1, first remove the battery cover on  the remote control, in the section 2 batteries 

    in the right way.

2, for the first time to use the code, this product has the memory function,  after 

    replacing the battery without having to code.

3, the code steps:

    Long press to code for 3 to 5 seconds, until the LED lights flashing, open the 

    power supply buggies, LED lights into long, the code is successful,

See note on the back of the remote control to use.

Optional features

Warning:
The remote control is not a toy, should be used 
by adults, children can not touch play.
Disclaimer:
The remote control pattern is for reference only, 
please refer to the object.
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6.

5.

7.

8.

Remove the installation as shown the 2 screws,

Card on the windshield on the instrument front 

end position

4 x12 screws with two hearts

 As shown in the figure, the first docking 

  connection  

 Install steering wheel, and then 5X50 

  original machine screws and  Nut fixing  

Toys shall not be used by children under the age of three

Use only the recommended charger toys

The charger is not a toy
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